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Blue Map industrial facility data

Blue Map collects information and data on corporate environment, energy,

security, finance, etc. released by the government, or disclosed by the

enterprises and stakeholders across the country. It aims to provide data-driven

solutions for brands to promote green supply chains, financial institutions to

implement green credit, facilities to enhance environmental credit, and the

general public to enable public participation.

Since its establishment in 2006, Institute of 

Public & Environmental Affairs (IPE) has been 

committed to collecting, sorting out and 

analyzing environmental information released 

by the government and disclosed by 

enterprises, forming "one database, two 

platforms"; it serves green procurement and 

green finance through public environmental 

data, and promotes the green transformation 

of economic development through the joint 

efforts of enterprises, local governments, non-

profit organizations, and research institutions.

促进多方参与，合力找回蔚蓝
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Blue Map Website & APP

Comprehensive display of 
various environmental data 

Important tool for green 
procurement and finance

Blue Map APP
Real-time environmental data
& social media

Blue Map Website
www.ipe.prg.cn
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1 Data disclosed by the governments
The official data collected in Blue Map includes basic info, corporate production 
data, environment-related data, energy-related data, safety-related data, and 
finance-related data. The data sources include the environmental protection 
department and the government websites of 31 provinces and 337 prefecture-level 
cities, mainstream media and official microblogs of government departments; as 
well as the water conservancy, land and resources, emergency management, 
meteorological ministries and other official channels.

1.1 Basic Info

Basic info include environmental protection, production and operation, geographic 
information, industry sector, business registration information, listing information, 
credit rating, etc.

Users can search and query through the Blue Map website:
Step 1: Open the Blue Map website and click on Record;
Step 2: Search by the company name in simplified Chinese or unified social credit 
code and click to view the details;
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When searching corporate information, you can filter specific corporate 

types, violations, regions, years, and industries through conditions.

Types of enterprises include: sewage treatment plants, listed companies and 

affiliated companies, environmental pollution control facility operators, 

environmental assessment agencies, garbage incineration plants, industrial parks, 

hazardous waste disposal units, mines, banks and monitoring stations.

Types of violations include: water, gas, solid waste, heavy metals, noise, 

cleanup of illegal construction projects, nuclear and radiation, financial policies, 

climate change, and others.
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1.2 Corporate Production Records

The production records of a company include the company’s 

production limitation and shutdown, and the company's accident records.

“Production limitation and shutdown”refers to the restricted production of 

the production unit, including the start and end time, requirements and measures 

of restricted production, the latter include production restriction, peak shifting, 

closure, elimination, relocation, production conversion, and production suspension.

The reasons for the limited production and shutdown include the following:

1.2.1 Production limitation and shutdown

Autumn and 
Winter Enterprise
Production plan

Heavy pollution 
weather

Emergency plan

Industry 
Planning

Adjustment

Industry 
Remediation

Battle for 
Blue Skies

Scattered 
Pollution 

Remediation

Important
Events

Water Source 
Remediation

Solid Waste 
Rectification

……

The query and screening methods of this type of record are consistent with the 
basic information. 
Information sources can be viewed at the bottom of the record page, including the 
file name, source of website, and release time.
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"Corporate accident" refer to the reports or survey information released by the 

emergency management or safety supervision departments of all levels, and 

authoritative media relating to personal injuries or deaths or direct or indirect social 

losses in business activities by production units.

The types of business accidents include the following four categories (not including 

food safety accidents).

1.2.2 Corporate Accident    

Production 
Safety 

Accident

Fire 
Accident

Traffic 
Accident

Environmental
Accident

1.3 Environment-related data

Environmental data includes environmental supervision records, continuous 

monitoring, supervisory monitoring and environmental impact assessment.

“Supervision records” refers to corporate environmental regulatory information, 

which include sources of regulatory records, names of company, types of violation, 

reasons for violation, types of punishment, fine amounts, year of the record, and 

report data. See next 2 slides for illegal facts included in the violations

1.3.1 Environment supervision record
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The query and screening methods of this type of record are consistent with the 
basic information. 
Information sources can be viewed at the bottom of the record page, including the 
file name, source of website, and release time.

The query and screening methods of this type of record are consistent with the 
basic information. 
Information sources can be viewed at the bottom of the record page, including the 
file name, source of website, and release time.



- Discharging, dumping and/or disposing of radioactive waste, waste
containing pathogens of infectious diseases, and/or toxic substances into
Class I drinking water source protected areas and/or core nature protected
areas;

- Illegal emissions, dumping, or handling of hazardous waste of three tons or
more;

- Illegal emissions of pollutants exceeding national pollutant discharge
standards or pollutant emissions standards legally established by the
governments of provinces, autonomous regions, or provincial-level
municipalities; discharging pollutants in excess of key pollutant volume
control standards;

- Illegal discharge of substances containing heavy metals, persistent organic
pollutants, and other pollutants which seriously harm the environment and
damage human health in excess by three times or more national pollutant
discharge standards or pollutant discharge standards legally set by
provinces, autonomous regions and/or provincial-level municipalities;

- Illegally discharge of pollutants by avoiding supervision, such as the use of
hidden pipes, or sewage pits (i.e. discharging pollutants through channels
apart from legally sanctioned discharge outlets, etc.), among which:

ü “Hidden pipes” are sewage pipes set up to achieve the circumvention of 
supervision through covert methods, including buried cement, porcelain 
and/or plastic pipes, as well as temporary sewage pipes laid above ground;

ü sewage pits are closed or semi-enclosed pits, pools, ponds, wells, trenches, 
canals, etc. that have no anti-leakage measures or are unable to protect 
against seepage; 

- Unlicensed idling or dismantling of pollution prevention and control
equipment, resulting in the abnormal operation of such equipment, as well
as failure to install pollutant treatment equipment. “Abnormal operation of
pollution prevention and control equipment” includes the following
situations:

ü Directly discharging some or all pollutants without first passing
through treatment equipment;

ü Opening the emergency discharge valve of pollutant treatment
equipment in a situation other than an emergency and directly
discharging some or all pollutants;

ü Directly discharging untreated pollutants from the intermediary
processes of pollutant treatment equipment;

ü Ceasing operation of pollutant treatment equipment during
production or during operational processes;

ü Use of pollutant treatment equipment in violation of operating
procedures, causing the treatment equipment to be incapable of
functioning properly;



ü The pollutant-discharging entity does not perform inspections
and repairs in a timely manner or according to regulations after
the malfunctioning of pollutant treatment equipment, resulting
in the treatment equipment being incapable of functioning
properly.

- Illegal discharge of pollutants by tampering with and forging monitoring
data in order to evade supervision, including the following situations:

ü Violating national regulations by making deletions, additions or alterations
to or otherwise interfering with pollution source control systems, or making
deletions, additions or alterations to the records, processing and/or
transmission of data and application procedures of pollution source control
systems, thus causing such systems to be incapable of functioning properly;

ü Destroying and/or damaging monitoring equipment, communication lines,
information acquisition and transmission equipment, video equipment,
electrical equipment, air conditioners, fans, sampling pumps and other
monitoring equipment, as well as destroying or damaging the sampling
lines of monitoring equipment, monitoring instruments, and/or meters.

ü Intentionally diluting discharged pollutants in order to interfere with
monitoring data;

ü Other situations that prevent monitoring and monitoring equipment from
functioning properly.

- Enterprise receives a red or black environmental credit rating;
- Enterprise receives a yellow environmental credit rating, and the reason for

the yellow rating involves issues relating to wastewater, air emissions,
and/or solid waste disposal;

- Refusal to carry out the requirements of fines, orders to suspend production
or cease production, administrative detention, temporary suspension or
revocation of permits, temporary suspension or revocation of sales licenses,
and other administrative punishments, including the following instances:

ü Construction project did not carry out environmental impact assessment
according to law and has been ordered to cease construction, yet refuses to
do so;

ü Violation of laws and regulations due to the failure to obtain a pollution
discharge permit; enterprise receives an order to cease discharge, yet
refuses to do so.

- Records indicating that the enterprise was listed for supervision, daily
penalties, seizure of property and/or assets, or administrative detention that
was transferred to the Ministry of Public Security; ordered to halt
production; or reported due to a significant environmental accident;

- Obstruction of environmental supervision inspection or sudden 
environmental incident investigation;

- Enterprise is reported for a major environmental accident, such as a liquid
or gas leakage, or spillage of slag or mining waste;

Other circumstances that seriously pollute the environment.
Not limited to records with a publication date within the previous two years.



Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Administrative penalty decision

Date

Violation

Punishment
Fine

Maximum Exceeding Multiple

Reference Number

Rectification
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Sample Environmental 

Supervision Records——

Order to correct illegal acts

Decision

Date

Violation

Content of correction order

Reference Number
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Sample Environmental 

Supervision Records——

Designated Supervision Notice

Organization & Date

Environmental Issues

Reference Number

Rectification requirements
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Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Letter of administrative detention penalty

Reference Number

Date & Organization

Case situation
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Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Letter of environmental pollution crime

Nature of Case

Date & Organization

Case Situation
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Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Corporate environmental credit evaluation

Date & Organization

Announcement List

Bad credit enterprise name 蔚蓝地图
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Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Supervisory Monitoring Data

Exceeding Date

Exceeding Information
& Exceeding Multiples
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Sample Environmental Supervision Records——

Follow-up Supervision Documents

If supervision department continues to 

disclose follow-up supervision information, 

Blue Map will collect them simultaneously. 

It will be displayed at the bottom of 

the same page of the environmental 

supervision record.

Original Supervision Record

Follow-up Supervision
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“Online Data” refers to the continuous monitoring data, including the name of the 

monitoring site, monitoring time, pollutant concentration, implementation standard limit, 

flow rate, exceedances of the standard, etc. Online Data query and screening methods are 

consistent with the basic information.

1.3.2 Online Data (Continuous Monitoring)

Users can filter by discharge outlets, control indicators, statistical items (latest 

data, hourly average, daily average), and the start and end dates of automatic 

monitoring.
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Online Data is displayed both in table and as trend chart. 
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"Supervisory monitoring data" includes monitoring sites, date of monitoring, monitoring 

items, concentration of pollutants, the standard limit, if the standard is reached, and the 

multiple of exceeding the standard, etc. 

Supervisory monitoring data query and screening methods are consistent with basic 

information. When searching for the supervisory monitoring, users can filter out 

monitoring sites, monitoring items, and the start and end dates of supervisory 

monitoring.

1.3.3 Supervisory Monitoring Data
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"Environmental Impact Assessment" refers to the publicity of corporate environmental impact 

assessment. The inquiry and screening methods of environmental impact assessment data are 

consistent with the basic information.

The types of publicity include acceptance publicity, planned approval publicity, and 

approval publicity during the process of environmental impact assessment procedures for 

construction projects.

The content of the publicity includes basic information and environmental impact 

assessment information. Basic information includes construction project name, construction 

project address, construction company name and environmental impact assessment 

organization name. The specific contents of the publicity shall be subject to the official 

information.

1.3.4 Environmental Impact Assessment

Project Overview
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If the ecological protection department publishes the full text 

of environmental impact assessment report of the enterprise, 

the Blue Map database will collect it simultaneously. Users can 

download the file to view the full text of the report by clicking 

the link on the detailed page.
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1.4 Energy-related data

Energy Supervision Record refers to supervision records related to energy conservation 

monitoring and carbon trading. Query and filter methods are consistent with the basic 

information. At the bottom of the energy supervision record page, users can view the source 

of information, including the names of files, source websites, and date of publication.

Illegal acts in energy conservation monitoring records include:

-Producing and using energy-consuming and outdated products, equipment and 

processes that are officially required to discard;

- The production process does not meet mandatory energy consumption limits and/or 

energy efficiency standards, or energy consumption data cannot be verified;

- Punitive electricity price, differential electricity price and tiered electricity price;

- Energy statistics and energy measurement do not meet relevant national requirements;

- Forging energy consumption data;

Illegal acts related to carbon trading include carbon trading does not fulfill the contract on 

time and in full, failure to deliver the report in accordance with regulations, and failure to 

disclose information as required.
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1.5 Safety related data
Safety Supervision refers to the safety supervision data released by government 

departments at all levels, such as emergency management and safety supervision 

department, which involves missing documents or procedures, lack of management 

institutions, failure to carry out employee health and safety training, unidentified or 

exceeding standards of risk factors, facilities or supplies issues, hazardous chemicals, 

management of related parties, etc.

The details of safety supervision include sources of safety supervision, enterprise 

names, types of violation, reasons of violation, types of punishment, the amount of 

fines, the year of recording, and reporting data.

Penalties for safety supervision include warnings, fines, joint disciplinary 

punishment, designated supervision, ordering corrections, deadlines for corrections, 

ordering to stop illegal activities, sealing up, seizing related equipment, shutting 

down, revoking licenses, revoking practice qualifications, job certificates, detention, 

and criminal responsibility , ordering harmless destruction, etc.

The inquiry and screening methods of safety supervision records are consistent 

with the basic information. Information sources can be viewed at the bottom of the 

safety supervision record page, including names of the source files, source websites, 

and release time.

1.6 Financial related data

1.6.1 Financial supervision records

The illegal facts of financial supervision records include insufficient pre-loan investigations, providing 

finance to enterprises that do not meet environmental protection standards; post-loan management 

negligence, and the use of working capital loans.

The inquiry and screening methods of financial supervision records are consistent with the basic 

information.

Information sources can be viewed at the bottom of the financial supervision record page, 

including names of the source files, source websites, and release time.
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1.6.2 Green Stocks
Green Stocks refers to the Green Stocks database established by IPE in 2013. The IPE 

Green Stocks Project focuses especially on listed companies of heavy polluting companies 

and their investors. 

IPE extracts the information of the related parties with listed companies from the Blue Map 

database and provides a two-way query function for the environmental compliance status 

of more than 1,000 listed companies and their related parties in Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hong 

Kong and other exchanges.

User can enter name of the listed company, stock code, or name of related party in the 

Green Stock database and can obtain environmental information such as the 

environmental supervision records and real-time emission status of the listed company or 

related enterprises.

Green Stocks data can be searched and inquired through the Blue Map database 

website.

Step 1: Open the blue map website and click on the Green Stocks section;

Step 2: Enter the name of the listed company or its stock code in the corporate 

performance column, or directly search for related companies.
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1.7 Supervision Data

Supervision Data records refers to the corporate information collected by IPE from 

the websites of various government departments which does not involve any 

violations, these include:

Complaints

Safety 
Risks

Industry 
Rectification

Equipment 
& process 
upgrade

Clean 
Production

Rectification
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1.8 Environmental supervision records of overseas companies

Currently, IPE has begun to collect environmental compliance performance of 

companies outside of China, including environmental monitoring and law enforcement 

information issued by the government, and online monitoring data of enterprises.

Users can enter the name of enterprises in Vietnamese 

for search queries. For more details, please email IPE Green 

Supply Chain Team at gsc@ipe.org.cn
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2 Data disclosed by enterprises

Blue Map provides the enterprises with a platform to disclose environmental information 

themselves, ranging from explanations regarding their violations and corrective actions, 

pollutant discharge and transfer data, detox and carbon data.

These data comes from the enterprises or the third-party 

auditing companies entrusted by the enterprises. 

2.1 Enterprise Feedback
Enterprise Feedback includes the enterprise's explanations for environmental 

supervision records, continuous monitoring data, production limitation & 

shutdown, accidents, safety supervision, supervision data, as well as GCA audit 

reports. Click on Enterprise Feedback for details.
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2.1.2 Feedback for Continuous Monitoring Data

Refers to the public explanations made by the enterprises 

regarding the records described in section 1.3.2 of this document.

2.1.3 Feedback for Production Limitation and Shutdown 

2.1.4 Feedback for Accidents

2.1.5 Feedback for Safety Supervision

2.1.6 Self-disclosure
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2.1.1 Feedback for Supervision Records

Refers to the public explanations made by the enterprises 

regarding the records described in section 1.3.1, 1.4 and 1.6.1 

of this document.

Refers to the public explanations made by the enterprises 

regarding the records described in section 1.2.1 of this document.

Refers to the public explanations made by the enterprises 

regarding the records described in section 1.2.2 of this document.

Refers to the public explanations made by the enterprises 

regarding the records described in section 1.5.1 of this document.

Refers to documents voluntarily disclosed by the enterprises 

regarding its environmental performance. See next slides for 

documents recommended for disclosure.



Documents recommended to disclose:

- Approval documents of environmental impact assessment report, report form and registration 

form of the construction project;

- Monitoring report and approval document of “three synchronizations” requirement for EIAs (the 

facilities for construction project pollution prevention were not designed, built, and put into 

operation at the same time as the main project processes);

- Pollutant discharge permit;

- Documents of environmental emergency plan;

- Wastewater discharge monitoring report (including supervision monitoring report and external 

third-party monitoring report) (The monitoring of Class I pollutants should be at the production 

line outlet; for other pollutants the main wastewater outlet);

- Domestic sewage discharge monitoring reports (including supervisory monitoring reports and 

external third-party monitoring reports;

- Contracts for sewage treatment or transport, qualifications of shippers and disposers, sewage 

transfer duplicates or records (if applicable);

- Evidence that wastewater is discharged into centralized wastewater treatment facility;

- Dosing and inspection records of water pollution control facilities;

- Name of the municipal sewage treatment plant or sewage outsourced treatment providers (if any), 

and whether they have IPE violation records (if yes, documents that demonstrate how the 

enterprise motivate municipal sewage treatment plant or sewage outsourced treatment provider 

to explain the cause of violation and corrective action (at least provide written communication 

between the enterprise and these units);

- Exhaust air missions monitoring reports (including supervisory monitoring reports and external 

third-party monitoring reports);

- Dosing and inspection records of air pollution control facilities;

- Hazardous waste disposal contract, hazardous waste disposal contractor qualification and 

transport contractor qualification, hazardous waste transport contractor and disposal contractor 

contract;

- Hazardous Waste Transfer Duplicate;

- Hazardous waste management (transfer) plan and filing documents;

- Name of the hazardous waste transporter and handler (if any), and whether they have IPE violation 

records (if yes, documents that demonstrate how the enterprise motivate hazardous waste 

transporter and handler to explain the cause of violation and corrective action (at least provide 

written communication between the enterprise and these units);

- Document that shows the management of other waste, such as collection and disposal of kitchen 

waste; qualification of the processor and relevant contracts (signed by the enterprise and the 

processor or the enterprise's food supply unit and the processor, and the relevant information of 

the final processor is required).

30
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2.1.7 GCA Audit Report
"GCA Audit Report" refers to the audit reports issued by IPE after enterprises have 

passed the GCA (Green Choice Alliance) audits. For details, please go to the Supply 

Chain page on the Blue Map website.

Click on Audit icon to see the GCA Audit Removal Guideline and the list of third-party 

auditing companies.
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2.2 Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) Data

Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) data refers to the company's 

annual pollutant transfer and emission data.

In August 2013, IPE established a platform for voluntary disclosure of Pollutant 

Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) information, which encourages high 

environmental impact enterprises to publicly disclose their annual resource and 

energy usage, wastewater and exhaust air pollutants (including hazardous 

chemicals) emissions, as well as their hazardous waste transfer data, etc. See 

next slides for sample PRTR data disclosed by a facility.
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Users can view PRTR Data through the Blue Map website. 

Step 1: Open the Blue Map website, click on Records for enterprise performances.

Step 2: Enter the enterprise name in simplified Chinese or its social credit code and 

click search. 

Step 3: Select Emissions Data TAB and choose PRTR data.





2.3 Carbon Data

Carbon data refers to the greenhouse gas emissions data disclosed by  

enterprises on IPE website or on other third-party websites collected in 

the Blue Map database. Carbon data includes GHG Emissions 

Information, Activity Data, Emissions Performance, Emissions Reduction 

Target, Carbon Assets, and Additional Information. See next slides for 

sample carbon data disclosed by a facility.

Users can view Carbon Data through the Blue Map website. 

Step 1: Open the Blue Map website, click on Records for enterprise performances.

Step 2: Enter the enterprise name in simplified Chinese or its social credit code and 

click search. 

Step 3: Select Emissions Data TAB and choose carbon data.
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2.4 Detox
Brands who participate in the Detox campaign require their suppliers to publicly 

disclose wastewater testing reports. As the Blue Map is a publicly accessible platform, 

many suppliers choose to disclose via the Blue Map.

Detox data includes emissions data on heavy metal, alkylphenol,, phthalate, 

brominated and chlorinated flame retardant, carcinogenic aromatic amine, organic tin 

compound, polyfluorine And perfluorinated compound, chlorine-containing chemical, 

etc.

Users can view the Detox data through the Blue Map website.

Step 1: Open the Blue Map website and click on Enterprise Performance. 

Step 2: Enter the enterprise name in simplified Chinese or its social credit code and 

click on search. 

Step 3: Click on Emissions Data and choose DETOX.
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3. Data from public engagement (complaints 

and reports confirmed by authorities
Public reports and complaints will be collected into the Blue Map Database 

after the official confirmation, and listed under Environmental Supervision 

Records. Click on specific enterprises for details.
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Thank you for your support!

Relevant Links：

Institute of Public & Environmental Affairs（IPE）Website

www.ipe.org.cn/index.html

Institute of Public & Environmental Affairs （IPE）Announcement

www.ipe.org.cn/Notice/Notice.html

Green Supply Chain Map

http://www.ipe.org.cn/MapBrand/Brand.html?q=6

Research Report

www.ipe.org.cn/reports/NewsReport.html

FAQ and Document Center：

http://www.ipe.org.cn/GreenSupplyChain/download.html?isfile=0

Blue Map App

www.ipe.org.cn/appdownload30/www/www/index.html

If you have any suggestions or questions, please email
gsc@ipe.org.cn or leave message via Live Chat on IPE website.

English Translation Accuracy Disclaimer: This summary has been translated by IPE for the purposes 
of reference only. If any questions arise related to the accuracy of the information contained in this 
translation, please refer to the Chinese version of the report, which is the official version of the 
document. Any discrepancies or differences created in the translation are not binding and have no 
legal effect for compliance or enforcement purposes. 
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